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Budget-Driven Scheduling Algorithms for
Batches of MapReduce Jobs in Heterogeneous

Clouds
Yang Wang and Wei Shi IEEE Member

Abstract —In this paper, we consider task-level scheduling algorithms with respect to budget and deadline constraints for a batch of
MapReduce jobs on a set of provisioned heterogeneous (virtual) machines in cloud platforms. The heterogeneity is manifested in the
popular ”pay-as-you-go” charging model where the service machines with different performance would have different service rates. We
organize the batch of jobs as a κ-stage workflow and study two related optimization problems, depending on whether the constraints
are on monetary budget or on scheduling length of the workflow. First, given a total monetary budget B, by combining an in-stage
local greedy algorithm (whose optimality is also proven) and dynamic programming (DP) techniques, we propose a global optimal
scheduling algorithm to achieve minimum scheduling length of the workflow within O(κB2). Although the optimal algorithm is efficient
when B is polynomially bounded by the number of tasks in the MapReduce jobs, the quadratic time complexity is still high. To improve
the efficiency, we further develop two greedy algorithms, called Global Greedy Budget (GGB) and Gradual Refinement (GR), each
adopting different greedy strategies. In GGB we extend the idea of the local greedy algorithm to the efficient global distribution of the
budget with minimum scheduling length as a goal whilst in GR we iteratively apply the DP algorithm to the distribution of exponentially
reduced budget so that the solutions are gradually refined. Second, we consider the optimization problem of minimizing cost when
the (time) deadline of the computation D is fixed. We convert this problem into the standard Multiple-Choice Knapsack Problem via a
parallel transformation. Our empirical studies verify the proposed optimal algorithms and show the efficiencies of the greedy algorithms
in cost-effectiveness to distribute the budget for performance optimizations of the MapReduce workflows.

Index Terms —MapReduce scheduling, cost and time constraints, optimal greedy algorithm, optimal parallel scheduling algorithm,
dynamic programming, Cloud computing

✦

1 INTRODUCTION

DUE to their abundant on-demand computing re-
sources and elastic billing models, clouds have

emerged as a promising platform to address various
data processing and task computing problems [1]–[4].
MapReduce [5], characterized by its remarkable sim-
plicity, fault tolerance, and scalability, is becoming a
popular programming framework to automatically par-
allelize large scale data processing as in web indexing,
data mining [6], and bioinformatics [7]. MapReduce is
extremely powerful and runs fast for various application
areas.
Since a cloud supports on-demand “massively par-

allel” applications with loosely coupled computational
tasks, it is amenable to the MapReduce framework and
thus suitable for the MapReduce applications in different
areas. Therefore, many cloud infrastructure providers
(CIPs) have deployed the MapReduce framework on
their commercial clouds as one of their infrastructure
services (e.g., Amazon Elastic MapReduce (Amazon
EMR) [8]). Often, some cloud service providers (CSPs)
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Brunswick, Fredericton, Canada, E3B 5A3.
E-mail: {ywang8@unb.ca}.

• W. Shi is with the Faculty of Business and I.T., University of Ontario
Institute of Technology, Ontario, Canada, H1L 7K4.
E-mail: {wei.shi@uoit.ca}.

also offer their own MapReduce as a Service (MRaaS)
which is typically set up as a kind of Software as a
Service (SaaS) on the owned or provisioned MapRe-
duce clusters of cloud instances (e.g., Microsofts Apache
Hadoop on Windows Azure Services [9], Hadoop on
Google Cloud Platform [10] and Teradata Aster Discov-
ery Platform [11]). Traditionally, these cloud instances
are composed of a homogeneous set of commodity hard-
ware multiplexed by virtualization technology. However,
with the advance of computing technologies and the
ever-growth of diverse requirements of end-users, a het-
erogeneous set of resources that take advantages of dif-
ferent network accelerators, machine architectures, and
storage hierarchies allow clouds to be more beneficial
to the deployments of the MapReduce framework for
various applications [12], [13].
Clearly, for CSPs to reap the benefits of such a deploy-

ment, many challenging problems have to be addressed.
However, most current studies focus solely on system
issues pertaining to deployment, such as overcoming the
limitations of the cloud infrastructure to build-up the
framework [14], [15], evaluating the performance harm
from running the framework on virtual machines [16],
and other issues in fault tolerance [17], reliability [18],
data locality [19], etc. We are also aware of some recent
research tackling the scheduling problem of MapReduce
as well as the heterogeneity in clouds [12], [20]–[25].
Some contributions mainly address the scheduling is-
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sues with various concerns placed on dynamic load-
ing [21], energy reduction [23], task-slot assignment [26],
and network performance [24] while others optimize
the MapReduce framework for heterogeneous Hadoop
clusters with respect to data placements [25], resource
utilization [27], and performance modelling [28].

To the best of our knowledge, prior work squarely on
optimizing the scheduling of a batch of MapReduce jobs
with budget constraints at task level in heterogeneous
clusters is quite few [29]. In our opinion two major
factors that may account for this status quo. First, as
mentioned above, the MapReduce service, like other
basic database and system services, could be provided
as an infrastructure service by CIPs (e.g., Amazon),
rather than CSPs. Consequently, it would be charged
together with other infrastructure services. Second, some
properties of the MapReduce framework (e.g., automatic
fault tolerance with speculative execution [12]) make it
difficult for CSPs to track job execution in a reasonable
way, thus making scheduling very complex.

Since cloud resources are typically provisioned on de-
mand with a ”pay-as-you-go” billing model, cloud-based
applications are usually budget driven. Consequently, in
practice, the effective use of resources to satisfy relevant
performance requirements within budget is always a
pragmatic concern for CSPs.

In this paper, we investigate the problem of schedul-
ing a batch of MapReduce jobs as a workflow within
budget and deadline constraints. This workflow could
be an iterative MapReduce job, a set of independent
MapReduce jobs, or a collection of jobs related to some
high-level applications such as Hadoop Hive [30]. We
address task-level scheduling, which is fine grained com-
pared to the frequently-discussed job-level scheduling,
where the scheduled unit is a job instead of a task. More
specifically, we focus on the following two optimiza-
tion problems (whose solutions are of particular interest
to CSPs intending to deploy MRaaS on heterogeneous
cloud instances in a cost-effective way):

1) Given a fixed budget B, how to efficiently select
the machine from a candidate set for each task so
that the total scheduling length of the workflow is
minimum without breaking the budget;

2) Given a fixed deadline D, how to efficiently select
the machine from a candidate set for each task
so that the total monetary cost of the workflow is
minimum without missing the deadline;

At first sight, both problems appear to be mirror
cases of one another: solving one may be sufficient to
solve the other. However, we will show that there are
still some asymmetries in their solutions. In this paper,
we focus mainly on the first problem, and then briefly
discuss the second. To solve the fixed-budget problem,
we first design an efficient in-stage greedy algorithm for
computing the minimum execution time with a given
budget for each stage. Based on the structure of this
problem and the adopted greedy approach, we then

prove the optimality of this algorithm with respect to
execution time and budget use. With these results, we
develop a dynamic programming algorithm to achieve a
global optimal solution with scheduling time of O(κB2).
Although the optimal algorithm is efficient when B is
polynomially bounded by the number of tasks in the
workflow, the quadratic time complexity is still high. To
improve the efficiency, we further develop two greedy al-
gorithms, called Global Greedy Budget (GGB) and Gradual
Refinement (GR), each having different greedy strategies.
Specifically, in GGB we extend the idea of the in-stage
greedy algorithm to the efficient global distribution of
the budget with minimum scheduling length as a goal
whilst in GR we iteratively run a DP-based algorithm to
distribute exponentially reduced budget in the workflow
so that the final scheduling length could be gradually
refined. Our evaluations reveal that both the GGB and
GR algorithms, each exhibiting a distinct advantage over
the other, are very close to the optimal algorithm in
terms of scheduling lengths but entail much lower time
overhead.
In contrast, a solution to the second problem is rel-

atively straightforward as we can reduce it into the
standard multiple-choice knapsack (MCKS) problem [31],
[32] via a parallel transformation. Our results show
that the two problems can be efficiently solved if the
total budget B and the deadline D are polynomially
bounded by the number of tasks and the number of
stages, respectively in the workflow, which is usually
the case in practice. Our solutions to these problems
facilitate the deployment of the MapReduce framework
as a MRaaS for CSPs to match diverse user requirements
(again with budget or deadline constraints) in reality.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in

Section 2, we introduce some background knowledge
regarding the MapReduce framework and survey some
related work. Section 3 presents our problem formula-
tion. The proposed budget-driven and time-constrained
algorithms are discussed in Section 4. We follow with
the the results of our empirical studies in Section 5 and
conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The MapReduce framework was first advocated by
Google in 2004 as a programming model for its in-
ternal massive data processing [33]. Since then it has
been widely discussed and accepted as the most pop-
ular paradigm for data intensive processing in different
contexts. Therefore there are many implementations of
this framework in both industry and academia (such as
Hadoop [34], Dryad [35], Greenplum [36]), each with its
own strengths and weaknesses.
Since Hadoop MapReduce is the most popular open

source implementation, it has become the de facto re-
search prototype on which many studies are conducted.
We thus use the terminology of the Hadoop community
in the rest of this paper, and focus here mostly on related
work built using the Hadoop implementation.
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Fig. 1: MapReduce framework.

From an abstract viewpoint, a MapReduce job essen-
tially consists of two sets of tasks: map tasks and reduce
tasks, as shown in Fig. 1. The executions of both sets
of tasks are synchronized into a map stage followed by
a reduce stage. In the map stage, the entire dataset is
partitioned into several smaller chunks in forms of key-
value pairs, each chunk being assigned to a map node for
partial computation results. The map stage ends up with
a set of intermediate key-value pairs on each map node,
which are further shuffled based on the intermediate
keys into a set of scheduled reduce nodes where the
received pairs are aggregated to obtain the final results.
For an iterative MapReduce job, the final results could be
tentative and further partitioned into a new set of map
nodes for the next round of the computation. A batch of
MapReduce jobs may have multiple stages of MapRe-
duce computation, each stage running either map or
reduce tasks in parallel, with enforced synchronization
only between them. Therefore, the executions of the jobs
can be viewed as a fork&join workflow characterized
by multiple synchronized stages, each consisting of a
collection of sequential or parallel map/reduce tasks.

An example of such a workflow is shown in Fig. 2
which is composed of 4 stages, respectively with 8,
2, 4 and 1 (map or reduce) tasks. These tasks are to
be scheduled on different nodes for parallel execution.
However, in heterogeneous clouds, different nodes may
have different performance and/or configuration spec-
ifications, and thus may have different service rates.
Therefore, because resources are provisioned on-demand
in cloud computing, the CSPs are faced with a general
practical problem: how are resources to be selected and
utilized for each running task in a cost-effective way?
This problem is, in particular, directly relevant to CSPs
wanting to compute their MapReduce workloads, espe-
cially when the computation budget is fixed.

Hadoop MapReduce is made up of an execution
runtime and a distributed file system. The execution
runtime is responsible for job scheduling and execution.
It is composed of one master node called JobTracker and
multiple slave nodes called TaskTrackers. The distributed
file system, referred to as HDFS, is used to manage task
and data across nodes. When the JobTracker receives a

Fig. 2: A 4-stage MapReduce workflow.

submitted job, it first splits the job into a number of map
and reduce tasks and then allocates them to the Task-
Trackers, as described earlier. As with most distributed
systems, the performance of the task scheduler greatly
affects the scheduling length of the job, as well as, in our
particular case, the budget consumed.
Hadoop MapReduce provides a FIFO-based default

scheduler at job level, while at task level, it offers
developers a TaskScheduler interface to design their
own schedulers. By default, each job will use the whole
cluster and execute in order of submission. In order
to overcome this inadequate strategy and share fairly
the cluster among jobs and users over time, Facebook
and Yahoo! leveraged the interface to implement Fair
Scheduler [37] and Capacity Scheduler [38], respectively.

Beyond fairness, there exists additional research on the
scheduler of Hadoop MapReduce aiming at improving
its scheduling policies. For instance, Hadoop adopts
speculative task scheduling to minimize the slowdown in
the synchronization phases caused by straggling tasks in
a homogeneous environment [34].
To extend this idea to heterogeneous clusters, Zaharia

et al. [12] proposed the LATE algorithm. But this algo-
rithm does not consider the phenomenon of dynamic
loading, which is common in practice. This limitation
was studied by You et al. [21] who proposed a load-
aware scheduler. Zaharia’s work on a delay scheduling
mechanism [19] to improve data locality with relaxed
fairness is another example of research on Hadoop’s
scheduling. There is also, for example, work on power-
aware scheduling [39], deadline constraint scheduling [40],
and scheduling based on automatic task slot assign-
ments [41]. While these contributions do address differ-
ent aspects of MapReduce scheduling, they are mostly
centred on system performance and do not consider
budget, which is our main focus.
Budget constraints have been considered in studies

focusing on scientific workflow scheduling on HPC
platforms including the Grid and Cloud [42]–[44]. For
example, Yu et al. [42] discussed this problem based
on service Grids and presented a QoS-based workflow
scheduling method to minimize execution cost and yet
meet the time constraints imposed by the user. In the
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same vein, Zeng et al. [43] considered the executions of
large scale many-task workflows in clouds with budget
constraints. They proposed ScaleStar, a budget-conscious
scheduling algorithm to effectively balance execution
time with the monetary costs. Now recall that, in the
context of this paper, we view the executions of the
jobs as a fork&join workflow characterized by multi-
ple synchronized stages, each consisting of a collection
of sequential or parallel map/reduce tasks. From this
perspective, the abstracted fork&join workflow can be
viewed as a special case of general workflows. However,
our focus is on MapReduce scheduling with budget and
deadline constraints, rather than on general workflow
scheduling. Therefore, the characteristics of MapReduce
framework are fully exploited in the designs of the
scheduling algorithms.
A more recent work that is highly related to ours is

the Dynamic Priority Task Scheduling algorithm (DPSS) for
heterogeneous Hadoop clusters [29]. Although this algo-
rithm also targets at task-level scheduling with budget
optimization as a goal, it is different from ours in two
major aspects. First, DPSS is designed to allow capacity
distribution across concurrent users to change dynam-
ically based on user preferences. In contrast, our algo-
rithm assume sufficient capacities, each with different
prices, for task scheduling and the goal is to minimize
the scheduling length (budget) within the given budget
(deadline). Second, DPSS optimizes the budget on per-
job basis by allowing users to adjust their spending over
time whereas our algorithms optimize the scheduling of
a batch of jobs as a whole. Therefore, our algorithms
and DPSS can complement to each other for different
requirements.

3 PROBLEM FORMULATION

We model a batch of MapReduce job as a multi-stage
fork&join workflow that consists of κ stages (called
a κ-stage job), each stage j having a collection of
independent map or reduce tasks, denoted as Jj =
{Jj0, Jj1, ..., Jjnj

}, where 0 ≤ j < κ, and nj + 1 is the
size of stage j. In a cloud, each map or reduce task may
be associated with a set of machines provided by cloud
infrastructure providers to run this task, each with pos-
sibly distinct performance and configuration and thus
having different charge rates. More specifically, for Task
Jjl, 0 ≤ j < κ and 0 ≤ l ≤ nj the available machines
and corresponding prices (service rates) are listed in
Table 1 where tujl, 1 ≤ u ≤ mjl represents the time to

TABLE 1: Time-price table of task Jjl
[

t1jl t2jl ... t
mjl

jl

p1jl p2jl ... p
mjl

jl

]

run task Jjl on machine Mu whereas pujl represents the
corresponding price for using that machine, and mjl

is the total number of the machines that can run Jjl,

the values of these variables could be determined by
the VM power and the computational loads of each
task. Here, for the sake of simplicity, we assume that
there are sufficient resources for each task in the Cloud,
which implies that a machine is never competed by
more than one tasks, and its allocation is charged based
on the actual time it is used based on a fixed service
rate. Although there some studies on dynamic pricing to
maximize revenue [45], static pricing is still the dominant
strategy today. Therefore, we believe this model is accu-
rate to reflect the on-demand provisioning and billing of
the cloud resources.
Without loss of generality, we further assume that

times have been sorted in increasing order and prices
in decreasing order, and furthermore, that both time
and price values are unique in their respective sorted
sequence. These assumptions are reasonable since given
any two machines with same run time for a task, the
expensive one should never be selected. Similarly, given
any two machines with same price for a task, the slow
machine should never be chosen.
Note that we do not model the communication cost

inherent to these problems since, in our particular case,
communication between the map/reduce tasks is manip-
ulated by the MapReduce framework via the underlying
network file systems, and transparent to the scheduler.1

For clarity and quick reference, we provide in Table 2 a
summary of some symbols frequently used hereafter.

3.1 Budget Constraints

Given budget Bjl for task Jjl, the shortest time to finish
it, denoted as Tjl(Bjl) is defined as

Tjl(Bjl) = tujl pu+1
jl < Bjl < pu−1

jl (1)

Obviously, if Bjl < p
mjl

jl , Tjl(Bjl) = +∞.
The time to complete a stage j with budget Bj , de-

noted as Tj(Bj), is defined as the time consumed when
the last task in that stage completes within the given
budget:

Tj(Bj) = max∑
l∈[0,nj ]

Bjl≤Bj

{Tjl(Bjl)} (2)

For fork&join, one stage cannot start until its imme-
diately preceding stage has terminated. Thus the total
makespan within budget B to complete the workflow is
defined as the sum of all stages’ times. Our goal is to
minimize this time within the given budget B.

T (B) = min∑
j∈[0,κ) Bj≤B

∑

j∈[0,κ)

Tj(Bj) (3)

3.2 Deadline Constraints

Given deadline Dj for stage j, the minimum cost to
finish stage j is

Cj(Dj) =
∑

l∈[0,nj ]

Cjl(Dj) (4)

1. In practice the tasks in workflow computations usually commu-
nicate with each other via the file systems in the Cloud.
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TABLE 2: Notation frequently used in model and algo-
rithm descriptions

Symbol Meaning

κ the number of stages
Jji the ith task in stage j
Jj task set in stage j
nj the number of tasks in stage j
n the total number of tasks in the workflow
tujl the time to run task Jjl on machine Mu

pujl the cost rate for using Mu

mjl the total number of the machines that can run Jjl

m the total size of time-price tables of the workflow
Bjl the budget used by Jjl

B the total budget for the MapReduce job
Tjl(Bjl) the shortest time to finish Jjl given Bjl

Tj(Bj) the shortest time to finish stage j given Bj

T (B) the shortest time to finish job given B
Dj the deadline to stage j
Cjl(Dj) the minimum cost of Jjl in stage j within Dj

C(D) the minimum cost to finish job within D

where Cjl(Dj) is the minimum cost to finish Jjl in stage
j within Dj . Note that we require t1jl ≤ Dj ≤ t

mjl

jl .
Otherwise Cjl(Dj) = +∞. Finally, our optimization
problem can be written as

C(D) = min∑
j∈[1,k] Dj≤D

∑

j∈[0,κ)

Cj(Dj) (5)

Some readers may question the feasibility of this
model since the number of stages and the number of
tasks in each stage need to be known a prior to the
scheduler. But, in reality, it is entirely possible since
a) the number of map tasks for a given job is driven
by the number of input splits (which is known to the
scheduler) and b) the number of reduce tasks can be
preset as with all other parameters (e.g., parameter
mapred.reduce.tasks in Hadoop). As for the number
of stages, it is not always possible to predefine it for
MapReduce workflows. This is the main limitation of
our model. But under the default FIFO job scheduler,
we can treat a set of independent jobs as a single
fork&join workflow. Therefore, we believe our model is
still representative of most cases in reality.

4 BUDGET-DRIVEN ALGORITHMS

In this section, we propose our task-level scheduling
algorithms for MapReduce workflows with the goals
of optimizing Equations (3) and (5) under respective
budget and deadline constraints. We first consider the
optimization problem under budget constraint where an
in-stage local greedy algorithm is designed and com-
bined with dynamic programming techniques to obtain
an optimal global solution. To overcome the inherent
complexity of the optimal solution, we also present
two efficient greedy algorithms, called Global-Greedy-
Budget algorithm (GGB) and Gradual-Refinement algo-
rithm (GR). With these results, we then briefly discuss

Algorithm 1 In-stage greedy distribution algorithm

1: procedure Tj(nj , Bj) ⊲ Dist. Bj among Jj

2: B′
j = Bj −

∑

l∈[0,nj ]
p
mjl

jl

3: if B′
j < 0 then return (+∞)

4: end if
5: ⊲ Initialization
6: for Jjl ∈ Jj do ⊲ O(nj)
7: Tjl ← t

mjl

jl ⊲ record exec. time

8: Bjl ← p
mjl

jl ⊲ record budget dist.
9: Mjl ← mjl ⊲ record assigned machine.

10: end for
11: while B′

j ≥ 0 do ⊲ O(
Bj lognj

min0≤l≤nj
{δjl}

)

12: jl∗ ← argmax
l∈[0,nj ]

{Tjl} ⊲ get the slowest task

13: u←Mjl∗

14: if u = 1 then
15: return (Tjl∗ )
16: end if
17: ⊲ Lookup matrix in Table 1
18: < pu−1

jl∗ , pujl∗ >← Lookup(Jjl∗ , u− 1, u)

19: δjl∗ ← pu−1
jl∗ − pujl∗

20: if B′
j ≥ δjl∗ then ⊲ reduce Jjl∗ ’s time

21: B′
j ← B′

j − δjl∗
22: ⊲ Update
23: Bjl∗ ← Bjl∗ + δjl∗
24: Tjl∗ ← tu−1

jl

25: Mjl∗ ← u− 1
26: else
27: return (Tjl∗ )
28: end if
29: end while
30: end procedure

the second optimization problem with respect to the
deadline constraints.

4.1 Optimization under Budget Constraints

The proposed algorithm should be able of distributing
the budget among the stages, and in each stage distribut-
ing the assigned budget to each constituent task in an
optimal way. To this end, we design the algorithm in
two steps:

1) Given budget Bj for stage j, distribute the budget
to all constituent tasks in such a way that Tj(Bj)
is minimum (see Equation (2)). Clearly, the com-
putation for each stage is independent of other
stages. Therefore such computations can be treated
in parallel using κ machines.

2) Given budget B for a workflow and the results in
Equation (2), optimize our goal of Equation (3).

4.1.1 In-Stage Distribution

To address the first step, we develop an optimal in-stage
greedy algorithm to distribute budget Bj between the
nj + 1 tasks in such a way that Tj(Bj) is minimized.
Based on the structure of this problem, we then prove
the optimality of this local algorithm.
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The idea of the algorithm is simple. To ensure that
all the tasks in stage j have sufficient budget to finish
while minimizing Tj(Bj), we first require B′

j = Bj −
∑

l∈[0,nj]
p
mjl

jl ≥ 0 and then iteratively distribute B′
j in

a greedy manner each time to a task whose current
execution time determines Tj(Bj) (i.e., the slowest one).
This process continues until no sufficient budget is left.
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code of this algorithm.
In this algorithm, we use three profile variables Tjl, Bjl

and Mjl for each task Jjl to record respectively its
execution time, assigned budget, and the selected ma-
chine (Lines 6-10). After setting these variables with
their initial values, the algorithm enters into its main
loop to iteratively update the profile variables associated
with the current slowest task (i.e., Jjl∗ ) (Lines 11-30).
By searching the time-price table of Jjl∗ (i.e., Table 1),
the Lookup function can obtain the costs of the machines
indexed by its second and third arguments. Each time,
the next faster machine (i.e., u−1) is selected when more
δjl∗ is paid. The final distribution information is updated
in the profile variables (Lines 18-28).
Theorem 4.1: Given budget Bj for stage j having nj

tasks, Algorithm 1 yields the optimal solution to the
distribution of the budget Bj to all the nj tasks in that

stage within time O(
Bj log nj

min0≤l≤nj
{δjl}

+ nj).

Proof: Given budget Bj allocated to stage j, by
following the greedy algorithm, we can obtain a solution
∆j = {b0, b1, ..., bnj

} where bl is the budget allocated
to task Jjl, 0 ≤ l ≤ nj . Based on this sequence, we
can further compute the corresponding finish time se-
quence of the tasks as t0, t1, ..., tnj

. Clearly, there exists
k ∈ [0, nj] that determines the stage completion time to
be Tj(Bj) = tk.
Suppose ∆∗

j = {b∗0, b
∗
1, ..., b

∗
nj
} is an optimal so-

lution and its corresponding finish time sequence is
t∗0, t

∗
1, ..., t

∗
nj
. Given budget Bj , there exists k′ ∈ [0, nj]

satisfying T ∗
j (Bj) = t∗k′ . Obviously, tk ≥ t∗k′ . In the

following we will show that, necessarily, tk = t∗k′ .
To this end, we consider two cases:

1) If for ∀l ∈ [0, nj ], t
∗
l ≤ tl, then we have b∗l ≥ bl. This

is impossible because given b∗l ≥ bl for ∀l ∈ [0, nj],
the greedy algorithm would have sufficient budget
≥ b∗k − bk to further reduce tk of taskk, which is
contradictory to Tj(Bj) = tk, unless b

∗
k = bk, but in

this case, T ∗
j (Bj) will be tk, rather than t∗k. Thus,

case 1 is indeed impossible.

2) Given the result in 1), there must exist i ∈ [0, nj]
that satisfies ti < t∗i . This indicates that in the pro-
cess of the greedy choice, taski is allocated budget
to reduce the execution time at least from t∗i to ti
and this happens no later than when Tj(Bj) = tk.
Therefore, we have t∗i ≥ tk ≥ t∗k ≥ t∗i , then tk = t∗k′ .

Overall, tk = t∗k′ , that is, the algorithm making the
greedy choice at every step does produce an optimal
solution.
The (scheduling) time complexity of this algorithm is

straightforward. It consists of the overhead in initializa-

tion (Lines 6-10) and the main loop to update the profile
variables (Lines 11-30). Since the size of Jj is nj , the ini-
tialization overhead is O(nj). If we adopt some advanced
data structure to organize Tjl, 0 ≤ l ≤ nj for efficient
identification of the slowest task, l∗ can be obtained
within O(log nj) (Line 12). On the other hand, there are

at most O(
Bj

min0≤l≤nj
{δjl}

) iterations (Line 11). Overall, we

have the time complexity of O(
Bj lognj

min0≤l≤nj
{δjl}

+ nj).

Since all the κ stages can be computed in parallel, the
total time complexity for the parallel pre-computation is

O( max
j∈[0,κ)

{
Bj lognj

min0≤l≤nj
{δjl}

+ nj}).

Given Theorem 4.1, we immediately obtain the follow-
ing corollary, which is a direct result of the first case in
the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Corollary 4.2: Algorithm 1 minimizes the budget to

achieve the optimal stage execution time.
To illustrate the algorithm, Fig. 3 shows an example

where a stage has four (map/reduce) tasks, each being
able to run on 3 or 4 candidate machines with differ-
ent prices and anticipated performance. For instance,
in Fig. 3(a), t3 is the execution time of task0 running
on a certain machine. After paying extra delta3, the
task can be shifted to the next faster machine with t2
as the execution time. Since the stage completion time
is determined by the slowest task. The algorithm first
invests some budget to task2, allowing it to move to the
next faster machine (Fig. 3(a)). Unfortunately, after this
investment, task2 is still the slowest one, then the algo-
rithm continues to invest budget to this task so that it
can run on the next faster machine (Fig. 3(b)). Eventually
task2 is no longer the slowest task and instead task3 is.
Consequently, the algorithm starts to allocate budget to
task3 (Fig. 3(c)) in order to minimize its execution time.
This process can be repeated until no more budget is
left over to invest (Fig. 3(d)). At that time, the algorithm
completes and the minimum stage execution time under
the given budget constraint is computed.

4.1.2 Global Distribution
Now we consider the second step. Given the results
of Algorithm 1 for all the κ stages, we try to use a
dynamic programming recursion to compute the global
optimal result. To this end, we use T (j, r) to represent
the minimum total time to complete stages indexed from
j to κ when budget r is available, and have the following
recursion (0 < j ≤ κ, 0 < r ≤ B):

T (j, r) =

{

min
0<q≤r

{Tj(nj , q) + T (j + 1, r − q)} if j < κ

Tj(nj , r) if j = κ
(6)

where the optimal solution can be found in T (1, B). The
scheduling scheme can be reconstructed from T (1, B)
by recursively backtracking the Dynamic Programming
(DP) matrix in (6) up to the initial budget distribution
at stage κ which can, phase by phase, steer to the final
optimal result. To this end, in addition to the time value,
we only store the budget q and the index of the previous
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Fig. 3: An illustrative example of the in-stage greeddy algorithm on budget distribution

stage (i.e., T (j + 1, r − q)) in each cell of the matrix
since, given the budget for each stage, we can simply
use Algorithm 1 to recompute the budget distribution.
Theorem 4.3: Given budget B for a κ-stage MapReduce

job, each stage j having nj tasks, Recursion (6) yields
an optimal solution to the distribution of budget B to
all the κ stages with time complexity O(κB2) when
Tj(nj , q), 0 < j ≤ κ, 0 < q ≤ B is pre-computed.
Otherwise, O(nB3) is required if computed online.

Proof: We prove this by induction on the number of
stages (κ). Let the number of stages, κ = 1. Clearly, given
budget r, the optimal solution is obtained by Tj(nj , r).
Suppose there are κ stages. Consider stages j and j + 1.
As an induction hypothesis, let T (j+1, p) be an optimal
solution to stages from j + 1 to κ given budget p. We
will show that T (j, r) is an optimal solution to stages
from j to κ under budget constraint r. In order to find
the optimal distribution of the budget r among κ− j+1
stages, we need to consider all possibilities. To this end,
we assign q units to the first stage j and the remaining
r−q units to the leftover stages from j+1 to κ, and allow
q to be varied in the range of (0, r]. Clearly, the recursion
chooses the minimum of all these, thus serving all the
stages from j to κ using minimum time.
Finally, at stage 1, since there are no more previous

stage, the recursion (6) yields the optimal result T (1, B)
for the workflow.
There are O(κB) elements in the DP matrix (6).

For each element, the computation complexity is
at most O(B) when Tj(nj , q), 0 < q ≤ r have
been pre-computed. Therefore, the total time com-
plexity is O(κB2). Otherwise, it would be written

as B(
∑κ

j=1

∑B
q=0(

q lognj

min0≤l≤nj
{δjl}

+ nj)), which is upper

bounded by O(nB3) given n =
∑κ

j=1 nj .

4.2 Efficiency Improvements

In the previous subsection, we presented an optimal
solution to the distribution of a given budget among
different stages to minimize the workflow execution
time. The time complexity of the proposed algorithm is
pseudo-polynomial and proportional to the square of the
budget, which is fairly high. To address this problem, we
now propose two heuristic algorithms that are based on
different greedy strategies. The first one, called Global
Greedy Budget (GGB) extends the idea of Algorithm 1

in computing Tj(nj , Bj) to the whole multi-stage work-
flow. The second one, called Gradual Refinement (GR), is
built upon the recursion (6) in an iterative way, each
iteration using different budget allocation granularities
to compute the DP matrix so as to gradually refine the
final results. Each algorithm offers a specific advantage
over the other one. However, our empirical studies show
that both are very close to the optimal results in terms of
scheduling lengths but enjoy much lower time overhead.

4.2.1 Global-Greedy-Budget Algorithm (GGB)

This algorithm applies the idea of Algorithm 1 with some
extensions to the selection of candidate tasks for budget
assignments across all the stages of the workflow. The
pseudo code of GGB is shown in Algorithm 2. Similar
to Algorithm 1, we also need to ensure the given budget
has a lower bound

∑

j∈[1,κ] Bj where B′
j =

∑

l∈[0,nj]
p
mjl

jl

that guarantees the completion of the workflow (Lines
2-3). We also use the three profile variables Tjl, Bjl and
Mjl for each task Jjl in stage j to record its execution
time, assigned budget, and selected machine (Lines 6-
12).

Since in each stage, the slowest task determines the
stage completion time, we first need to allocate the
budget to the slowest task in each stage. After the
slowest task is allocated, the second slowest will become
the bottleneck. In our heuristic, we must consider this
fact. To this end, we first identify the slowest and the
second slowest tasks in each stage j, which are indexed
by jl and jl′, respectively. Then we gather these index
pairs in a set L thereby determining which task in L
should be allocated budget (Lines 14-18). To measure the
quality of a budget investment, we define a utility value,
vujl, for each given task Jjl, which is a value assigned to
an investment on the basis of anticipated performance:
2

vujl = αβj + (1 − α)β′
j (7)

where βj =
tujl−tu

′

jl′

p
u−1
jl

−pu
jl

≥ 0, β′
j =

tujl−t
u−1
jl

p
u−1
jl

−pu
jl

≥ 0, and α is

defined as:

α =

{

1 if
∑κ

j=1 βj > 0

0 Otherwise
(8)

2. Recall that the sequences of tu
jl

and pu
jl

are sorted, respectively in
Table 1.
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Algorithm 2 Global-Greedy-Budget Algorithm (GGB)

1: procedure T (1, B) ⊲ Dist. B among κ stages
2: B′ = B −

∑

j∈[1,κ] B
′
j ⊲ B′

j =
∑

l∈[0,nj ]
p
mjl

jl

3: if B′ < 0 then return (+∞)
4: end if ⊲ No sufficient budget!
5: ⊲ Initialization
6: for j ∈ [1, κ] do ⊲ O(

∑κ

j=1 nj) = # of tasks
7: for Jjl ∈ Jj do
8: Tjl ← t

mjl

jl ⊲ record exec. time

9: Bjl ← p
mjl

jl ⊲ record budget dist.
10: Mjl ← mjl ⊲ record assigned machine index.
11: end for
12: end for
13: while B′ ≥ 0 do ⊲ ≤ O( B

min1≤j≤κ,0≤l≤nj
{δjl}

)

14: L← ∅

15: for j ∈ [1, κ] do ⊲ O(
∑κ

j=1 log nj)
16: < jl, jl′ >∗← argmax

l∈[0,nj ]

{Tjl(Bjl)}

17: L← L ∪ {< jl, jl′ >∗} ⊲ |L| = κ
18: end for
19: V ← ∅

20: for < jl, jl′ >∈ L do ⊲ O(κ)
21: u←Mjl

22: if u > 1 then
23: < pu−1

jl , pujl >← Lookup(Jjl, u− 1, u)
24: vujl ← αβj + (1− α)β′

j

25: V ← V ∪ {vujl} ⊲ |V | ≤ κ
26: end if
27: end for
28: while V 6= ∅ do ⊲ O(κ log κ)
29: ⊲ sel. task with max. u.value
30: jl∗ ← argmax

vu
jl

∈V

{vujl}

31: u←Mjl∗ ⊲ Lookup matrix in Table 1
32: δjl∗ ← pu−1

jl∗ − pujl∗ ⊲ u > 1
33: if B′ ≥ δjl∗ then ⊲ reduce Jjl∗ ’s time
34: B′ ← B′ − δjl∗
35: Bjl∗ ← Bjl∗ + δjl∗
36: Tjl∗ ← tu−1

jl∗

37: Mjl∗ ← u− 1
38: break ⊲ restart from scratch
39: else
40: V ← V \ {vujl∗} ⊲ select the next one in V
41: end if
42: end while
43: if V = ∅ then
44: return ⊲ Bj =

∑

l∈[0,nj ]
Bjl

45: end if
46: end while
47: end procedure

βj represents time saving on per-budget unit when task
Jjl is moved from machine u to run on the next faster
machine u− 1 in stage j (βj > 0) while β′

j is used when
there are multiple slowest tasks in stage j (βj = 0). α is
defined to allow βj to have a higher priority than β′

j in
task selection. Put simply, unless for ∀j ∈ [1, κ], βj = 0 in
which case β′

j is used, we use the value of βj , j ∈ [1, κ]
as the criteria to select the allocated tasks.

In the algorithm, all the values of the tasks in L are
collected into a set V (Lines 19-28). We note that the

tasks running on machine u = 1 in each stage have no
definition of this value since they are already running on
the fastest machine under the given budget (and thus no
further improvement is available).

Given set V , we can iterate over it to select the task in
V that has the largest utility value, indexed by jl∗, to be
allocated budget for minimizing the stage computation
time (Lines 29-30). We fist obtain the machine u to which
the selected task is currently mapped and then compute
the extra monetary cost δjl∗ if the task is moved from
u to the next faster machine u − 1 (Lines 31-32). If the
leftover budget B′ is insufficient, the selected task will
not be considered and removed from V (Line 40). In the
next step, a task in a different stage will be selected for
budget allocation (given each stage has at most one task
in V ). This process will be continued until either the
leftover budget B′ is sufficient for a selected task or V
becomes empty. In the former case, δjl∗ will be deducted
from B′ and added to the select task. At the same time,
other profile information related to this allocation is also
updated (Lines 33-37). After this, the algorithm exits
from the loop and repeats the computation of L (Line
13) since L has been changed due to this allocation. In
the latter case, when V becomes empty, the algorithm
returns directly, indicating that the final results of the
budget distribution and the associated execution time of
each tasks in each stage are available as recorded in the
corresponding profile variables.

Theorem 4.4: The time complexity of GGB is not
greater than O(B(n + κ log κ)). In particular, when n ≥
κ log κ, the complexity of GGB is upper bounded by
O(nB).

Proof: The time complexity of this algorithm is
largely determined by the nested loops (Lines 13-
42). Since each allocation of the budget B′ is at
least min1≤≤κ,0≤l≤nj

{δjl}, the algorithm has at most
O( B

min{δjl}
), 1 ≤ j ≤ κ, 0 ≤ l ≤ nj iterations at Line

13. On the other hand, if some advanced data structure
such as a priority queue is used to optimize the search
process, the algorithm can achieve a time complexity
of O(

∑κ
j=1 lognj) at Line 15 and O(κ log κ) at Line 29.

Therefore, the overall time complexity can be written as

O(n+
B

min{δjl}
(

κ
∑

j=1

lognj + κ log κ)) < O(B(n+ κ log κ))

(9)
where δjl = pu−1

jl − pujl, 1 ≤ j ≤ κ, 0 ≤ l ≤ nj and n =
∑κ

j=1 nj the total number of tasks in the workflow. Here,
we leverage the fact that logn < n. Obviously, when n ≥
κ log κ, which is reasonable in multi-stage MapReduce
jobs, we obtain a time complexity of O(nB).

4.2.2 Gradual Refinement Algorithm (GR)

Given the results of the per-stage and global budget
distributions, in this subsection we propose the GR
algorithm to drastically reduce time complexity in most
cases.
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Algorithm 3 Gradual Refinement Algorithm (GR)

1: procedure T (1, B) ⊲ Dist. B among κ stages
2: B′ = B −

∑

j∈[1,κ] Bj ⊲ Bj =
∑

l∈[0,nj ]
p
mjl

jl

3: if B′ < 0 then return +∞
4: end if ⊲ No sufficient budget!
5: ⊲ Update Table 1 of each task in each stage
6: ⊲ Stages is a global var.
7: for j ∈ [0, κ) do
8: TaskTabs← Stages.getStage(j)
9: for l ∈ [0, nj ] do
10: TaskTabs[l].substractPrice(p

mjl

jl )
11: end for
12: end for
13: r ← 10k

14: while r ≥ 1 do
15: < C,R >←< B′/r,B′%r >
16: for b ∈ [0, C] do
17: T [κ− 1][b]←< Tκ−1(nκ−1, b/r), 0 >
18: end for
19: for j ∈ [κ− 2, 0] do
20: for b ∈ [0, C] do
21: T [j][r]←< +∞, 0 >
22: q ← 0
23: while q ≤ b do
24: t1← Tj(nj , q/r)
25: t2← T [j + 1][b − q]
26: if T [j][r].tval > t1 + t2 then
27: T [j][r]←< t1 + t2, b− q >
28: end if
29: q ++
30: end while
31: end for
32: end for
33: b′ ← constructSchedule(0, C,R)
34: r ← r/10
35: B′ ← b′ ⊲ b′ =

∑κ

i=1 bi +R
36: end while
37: end procedure

This algorithm consists of two parts. First, we consider
the distribution of B′ = B −

∑

j∈[1,κ]{B
′
j} instead of

B in Recursion (6), where B′
j =

∑

0≤l≤nj
p
mjl

jl is the
lower bound of the budget of stage j. This optimization
is simple yet effective to minimize the size of the DP
matrix. Second, we optimize the selection of the size of q
to iterate over the B in (6). Instead of using a fixed value
of 1 as the indivisible cost unit, we can continuously
select 10k, 10k−1, ..., 1 units as the incremental budget
rates in the computation of (6), each being built upon
its immediately previous result. In this way, we can
progressively approach the optimal result while drasti-
cally reducing the time complexity. The details of the
algorithm are formally described in Algorithm 3.
After getting the remaining budget B′, we update the

time-price table (Table 1) of each task by subtracting its
minimal service rate from each price (Lines 7-12). This
step is necessary as now we are considering the distribu-
tion of B′ instead of B. It is accomplished by accessing a
global variable Stages that stores the information of all
the stages. Then the algorithm enters a main loop (Lines

Algorithm 4 Construct scheduler and gather unused
budget

1: procedure constructSchedule(i, j, R)
2: < t, p >← T [i][j]
3: b← j − p
4: TaskTabs← Stages.getStage(i)
5: if i = κ− 1 then
6: b′ ← Ti(ni, b) ⊲ return allocated budget
7: for l ∈ [0, nj ] do
8: TaskTabs[l].substractPrice(b′)
9: end for

10: bi ← b− b′

11: R← R + bi
12: return R
13: end if
14: b′ ← Ti(ni, b)
15: for l ∈ [0, nj ] do
16: TaskTabs[l].substractPrice(b′)
17: end for
18: bi ← b− b′

19: R← R + bi
20: return constructSchedule(i+ 1, p,R)
21: end procedure

14-37). Each loop leverages Recursion (6) to compute a
DP matrix T [κ][C+1], C ← B′/r using a different budget
rate r (initialized by 10k). The distributed and remaining
budgets under r are stored in C and R respectively so
that they can be used in the current and the next rounds
(Line 15). In the computation of Recursion (6), we not
only keep the execution time but also store the budget
index of the previous step in each cell of the matrix
(Lines 17 and 27). This is necessary for reconstructing
the schedule, as well as gathering the allocated budget
that is not used in the current loop, and prorate to the
next round. For example, suppose given r ← 10, we
compute T (4, 70) = min{T4(2, 30)+T (3, 40)}. If T4(2, 30)
is allocated 30 units but only uses 27, then 3 units are
left for the next round (where r ← 1).

Following the computation of the DP matrix T [κ][C+
1], the loop ends invoking constructSchedule(0, C,R)
that constructs the allocation schedule based on the
current value of r. There are two other purposes for this
construction. First, we can gather the allocated budget
that is not used in the current loop (stored in bi for stage
i). Second, we can update the time-price tables of each
stage to reflect the current optimal distribution, which
forms the basis for the next loop. This step makes the
algorithm efficient but non-optimal. The details of these
steps are shown in Algorithm 4.

In this algorithm, we first compute the budget allo-
cated to the current stage i (Lines 2-3) and then obtain
its tasks. The algorithm is recursive from stage 0 down
to stage κ− 1 where it is returned with the total unused
budget represented by R. It is worthwhile to point out
the update of the time-price tables in Lines 7-9 and Lines
15-17. The newly allocated budget (i.e., b′) to each stage is
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deducted from each task’s machine price (if it is not zero
in that stage) so that the current optimal allocation can
be taken as the starting point for the next round as previ-
ously discussed. Clearly, the constructSchedule function
walks over all the stages, and in each stage, it modifies
all tasks’ time-price table. Therefore, the time complexity
of this function is O(

∑κ
j=1

∑nj

l=0 logmjl) = O(m), which
is the total size of the time-price tables. (Recall that prices
in each table have been sorted.)

However, the time complexity of the GR algorithm
as a whole is difficult to analyze since it is very hard,
if not impossible, to bound the remaining budget of
each stage (i.e., bi) for each round of distributions, and
thus to determine the remaining budget of the current
round to be used in the next one. Consequently, here we
only roughly estimate complexity. To this end, we denote
B′ = ρk10

k + ρk−110
k−1 + ρk−210

k−2 + ...+ ρ0, and have
the following lemma to estimate the remaining budget
of each round.

Lemma 4.5: Given µj =
∑j−1

i=1
γj−i

10i , the remaining
budget in the tth round of the while loop is b′t ≤
µkµk−1...µtρk10

k + µk−1...µtρk−110
k−1 + ... + µtρt10

t +
ρt−110

t−1+ ...+ρ0 where γi ≤ 9, 0 ≤ i < k are dependent
on the allocated budget that is not used by each stage.

Proof: We prove this by induction on the number
of rounds (t) of the while loop. Initially (t = 1), given
B′ = ρk10

k+ρk−110
k−1+ρk−210

k−2+...+ρ0, we have C =
B′/r = ρk and R = B′%r = ρk−110

k−1+ρk−210
k−2+ ...+

ρ0. According to procedure constructSchedule(0, C,R),
the allocated budget that is not used is b′k =

∑κ
i=1 bi+R

where
∑κ

i=1 bi ≤
∑ρk

i=1(10
k − Ti(ni, 10

k)) since there are
at most C = ρk stages allocated.3 Therefore, ∃γk−1, ..., γ0,
∑ρk

i=1 bi ≤ Cγk−110
k−1 + Cγk−210

k−2 + ... + Cγ0 =
C(

γk−1

10 +
γk−2

102 +
γk−3

103 + ...+ γ0

10k )10
k = Cµk10

k, then,

b′k ≤Cµk10
k + ρk−110

k−1 + ...+ ρ0

=µkρk10
k + ρk−110

k−1 + ...+ ρ0
(10)

Consider rounds t and t + 1. As an induction hypoth-
esis, let b′t ≤ µkµk−1...µtρk10

k + µk−1...µtρk−110
k−1 +

... + µtρt10
t + ρt−110

t−1 + ... + ρ0. In the (t +
1)th round, we have C = µkµk−1...µtρk10

k−t+1 +
µk−1µk−2...µtρk−110

k−t + ... + µtρt10 + ρt−1 and R =
ρt−210

t−2 + ... + ρ0. Since at most C are allocated, we
have

∑ρk

i=1 bi ≤ Cγt−210
t−2 + Cγt−310

t−3 + ... + Cγ0 =
C(γt−2

10 + γt−3

102 + γt−4

103 + ... + γ0

10t−1 )10
t−1 = Cµt−110

t−1,
then we have

b′t−1 ≤Cµt−110
t−1 + ρt−210

t−2 + ...+ ρ0

=(µkµk−1...µtρk10
k−t+1 + µk−1µk−2...µtρk−110

k−t

+ ...+ µtρt10 + ρt−1)µt−110
t−1 + ρt−210

t−2 + ...+ ρ0

=µkµk−1...µtµt−1ρk10
k + µk−1...µtµt−1ρk−110

k−1

+ ...+ µtµt−1ρt10
t + µt−1ρt−110

t−1 + ...+ ρt−210
t−2

+ ...+ ρ0
(11)

3. If ρk > κ, multiple 10k units could be assigned to the same stage.
In this case, we can split the stage into several dummy stages, each
being allocated 10k units. Then, we can follow the same arguments.

Hence, the proof.

Since ∀j, µj < 1, this lemma demonstrates that for GR,
the remaining budget in each round of the while loop is
nearly exponentially decreased. With this result, we can
have the following theorem.
Theorem 4.6: The time complexity of GR is

O(
∑logB

t=1 (κC2
t +m) where Ct = µkµk−1...µt+1ρk10

k−t +
µk−1µk−2...µt+1ρk−110

k−t−1 + ...+ ρt.
Proof: There is a total of logB rounds in the while

loop, and in each round t, we need to a) compute the
DP matrix with a size of Ct according to Recursion (6)
(which has complexity of O(κC2

t )), and then b) count the
time used in constructSchedule(0, C,R).
Ideally, if the allocated budget is fully used in each

stage (where µj = 0), the algorithm is κ
∑k

i=0 ρ
2
i , which

is the lower bound. But in practice, the actual speed
of the algorithm is also determined by the parameter
γ sequence, which is different from stage to stage, and
from job to job. We will investigate this when discussing
our empirical studies.

4.3 Optimization under Deadline Constraints

In this section, we discuss task-level scheduling for
MapReduce workflows with the goal of optimizing
Equation (5), which pertains to deadline constraints.
Since most of the techniques we presented earlier can
be applied to this problem, the discussion is brief. We
partition the total deadline D into κ parts, denoted by
D0, D1, ..., Dκ−1 such that

∑

0≤j<κ Dj ≤ D. For a given
deadline Dj for stage j, we must ensure that all tasks
of this stage can be finished within Dj . Thus, in order
to minimize cost, we need to select, for each task, the
machine on which the execution time of this task is
closest to Dj . Formally Cjl(Dj) = pujl, t

u−1
jl < Dj < tu+1

jl .
(Obviously, Cjl(Dj) is the minimum cost to finish stage
j within Dj . If stage j cannot be finished within Dj ,
Cjl(Dj) = +∞.) We then can compute Equation (4).
By following the same approach as in Section 4.1, we

can derive the optimal solution. However, this strategy
is not efficient since allocation to each stage, as well
as optimal distribution within each stage, cannot be
computed in a simple way.
Alternatively, we can transform this problem into the

standard MCKS problem by constructing κ classes in
parallel, each corresponding to a stage of the workflow.
The class j consists of a set of tuples (Dji, Cji) where
1 ≤ i ≤

∑

l∈[0,nj]
p
mjl

jl , representing the total minimum
cost Cji for stage j under the given Dji. These pairs are
computed as follows:

1) for each task Jjl in stage j, gather its execution time
on the candidate machines and put into set S;

2) sort S in ascending order;

3) for each element ti in S,Dji ← ti and then compute
Cjl(Dji) for each task l in stage j. (This step can
be further parallelized based on ti.)
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Fig. 4: Impact of time-price table (TP) size on the scheduling length and the scheduling time (Stage:8, Task: ≤ 20/each
stage, and the numbers in the brackets represent the different TP table sizes)

The aim of the problem then becomes to pick up exactly
one tuple from each class in order to minimize the total
cost value of this pick, subject to the deadline constraint,
which is a standard multiple-choice knapsack problem
equivalent to Equation (5). To optimize the computation,
we can remove the tuple (Dji, Cji) from the class if Cji =
+∞.

5 EMPIRICAL STUDIES

To verify and evaluate the proposed algorithms and
study their performance behaviours in reality, we de-
veloped a Budget Distribution Solver (BDS) in Java (Java
1.6) that efficiently implements the algorithms for the
specified scheduling problem in Hadoop. Since the mon-
etary cost is our primary interest, in BSD we did not
consider some properties and features of the network
platforms. Rather, we focus on the factors closely related
to our research goal. In particular, how efficient the
algorithms (i.e., scheduling time) are in minimizing the
scheduling lengths of the workflow subject to different
budget constraints is our major concern. Moreover, since
the remaining budget after workflow scheduling always
reflects the profit that the MapReduce providers could
make, we also compare it between the algorithms.
The BDS accepts as an input a batch of MapReduce

jobs that are organized as a multi-stage fork&join work-
flow by the scheduler at run-time. Each task of the job is

associated with a time-price table, which is pre-defined
by the cloud providers. As a consequence, the BDS can
be configured with several parameters, including those
described time-price tables, the number of tasks in each
stage and the total number of stages in the workflow.
Since there is no model available to these parameters,
we assume that they are automatically generated in a
uniform distribution, whose results can form a baseline
for further studies. In particular, the task execution time
and the corresponding prices are assumed to be varied
in the ranges of [1, 12.5*table size] and [1, 10*table size],
respectively. The rationale behind this assumption is
twofold. First of all, the distribution of these parameters
do not have any impact on the results of our schedul-
ing algorithms. Second, big table size usually manifest
the heterogeneity of the cluster, which implies a broad
range of task execution time. Again, the table sizes are
determined by the available resources and specified by
the cloud providers in advance.
Intuitively, with the table size being increased, the

scheduler has more choices to select the candidate ma-
chines to execute a task. On the other hand, in each ex-
periment we allow the budget resources to be increased
from its lower bound to upper bound and thereby
comparing the scheduling lengths and the scheduling
time of the proposed algorithms with respect to different
configuration parameters. Here, the lower and upper
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Fig. 5: Impact of the number of stages on the total scheduling length and scheduling time (Task: ≤ 20, Table Size
≤ 16, and the numbers in the brackets represent the different number of stages)

bounds are defined to be the minimal and maximal bud-
get resources, respectively, that can be used to complete
the workflow.
All the experiments are conducted by comparing the

proposed GGB and GR algorithms with the optimal
algorithm and the numerical scheduling time results
(average over five trials except for Fig. 6) are obtained
from running the scheduling algorithms on a Ubuntu
12.04 platform having a hardware configuration with a
total of 8 processors (a quadcore CPU with each core
having 2 hardware threads) activated, each with 1600
cpu MHz and 8192K cache.

5.1 Impact of Time-Price Table Size

We first evaluate the impact of the time-price table sizes
on the total scheduling length of the workflow with
respect to different budget constraints. To this end, we fix
an 8-stage workflow with at most 20 tasks in each stage,
and the size of the time-price table associated with each
task is varied by 4, 8, 16 and 32.
The results of algorithm GGB and GR compared to the

optimal algorithm are shown in Fig. 4. With the budget
increasing, for all sizes of the tables, the scheduling
lengths are super-linearly decreased. These results are
interesting and hard to make from the analysis of the
algorithm. We attribute these results to the fact that

the opportunities of reducing the execution time of
each stage are super-linearly increased with the budget
growth, especially for those large size workflows. This
phenomenon implies that the ratio performance/cost is
increased if cloud users are willing to pay more for
MapReduce computation.
This figure also provides evidence that the perfor-

mances of both GGB and GR are very close to the opti-
mal algorithm, but their scheduling times are relatively
stable and significantly less than that of the optimal
algorithm, which is quadratic in its time complexity.
These results not only demonstrate compared to the
optimal, how GGB and GR are resilient against the
changes of the table size, a desired feature in practice, but
also show how effective and efficient the proposed GGB
and GR algorithms are to achieve the best performance
for MapReduce workflows subject to different budget
constraints.

5.2 Impact of Workflow Size

In this set of experiments, we evaluate the performance
changes with respect to different workflow sizes when
the budget resources for each workflow are increased
from the lower bound to the upper bound as we defined
before. To this end, we fix the maximum number of
tasks in the MapReduce workflow to 20 in each stage,
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Fig. 6: Comparison of remaining budget between the optimal algorithm, GGB and GR. The top two sub-graphs
show the case that the number of tasks ≤ 20, stages is 8, and the time-price table sizes are varied from 4 to 32
(shown in the brackets). By contrast, the bottom two sub-graphs are the cases that the number of stages are changed
from 4 to 32 (shown in the brackets) while the table size is fixed to 16 and the number of task is ≤ 20.

and each task is associated with a time-price table with
a maximum size of 16. We vary the number of stages
from 4, 8, 16 to 32, and observe the performance and
scheduling time changes in Fig. 5. From this figure,
we can see that all the algorithms exhibit the same
performance patterns with those we observed when the
impact of the table size is considered. These results are
expected as both the number of stages and the size of
tables are linearly correlated with the total workloads
in the computation. This observation can be also made
when the number of tasks in each stage is changed.

5.3 GGB vs. GR

It is interesting to compare GGB and GR. Although their
overall performances are close to each other, there are
still some performance gaps between them, which are
different from case to case. Given the different table
sizes, we can see that GR is constantly better or at
least not worse than GGB in terms of the scheduling
length and the scheduling time (Fig. 4). However, we
can not observe similar phenomenon in the case when
the number of stages is varied where neither algorithm
is constantly better than the other (Fig. 5). The reasons
behind is complicated, and mostly due to the different

algorithm behaviours. For example, as the budget re-
sources approach to the upper bound, the execution time
of GR could be increased as more budget resources could
be left for computing the DP matrix in each iteration.

In addition to the scheduling length and the execution
time, another interesting feature of the algorithms is the
remaining budget after the allocation of the computation.
The remaining budget is important as it could be an
indicator of the profit that the MapReduce providers
can earn. Fig. 6 compares the remaining budget between
the optimal algorithm and the two proposed greedy
algorithms. In most cases, the optimal algorithm has
the minimum remaining budget, which means it fully
utilizes the resources to achieve the best performance
while for the greedy algorithms, the minimum remain-
ing budget only indicates that they once made unwise
allocations during the scheduling process. By comparing
GGB and GR, one can easily see GGB in most cases
has more remaining budget not used in the computation
than GR, which is also consistent with the observation
that GR has better performance than GGB.

In summary, based on our experiments, GR is prefer-
able as in most cases it is better than GGB. However,
when the budget is not a concern for the computation,
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using GGB may be a better choice because while offering
a performance that is very close to GR, it always leaves
more remaining budget after computation, which could
be viewed as the profits of the cloud service providers.

5.4 Optimality Verification

We verify the optimality of the GR algorithm when r is
initially set to one by using the same set of workflows as
in the previous experiments. To this end, by following
the principle of Recursion (6), we design another dy-
namic programming algorithm as a per-stage distribu-
tion algorithm which is shown in Recursion (12) where
Ti[j, b] represents the minimum time to complete jobs
indexed from j to nj given budget b, in which 0 ≤ i < κ,
0 ≤ l ≤ ni, and 0 < b ≤ Bi.

{

Ti[j, b] = min
0<q≤b

{max{Ti j [q], Ti[j + 1, b− q]}}

Ti[ni, Bi ni
] = Ti ni

(Bi ni
) Bi ni

≤ Bi

(12)
The optimal solution to stage i can be found in Ti[0, Bi].
Given the proof of Recursion (6), the correctness of this
algorithm is easy to follow. We combine this algorithm
with Recursion (6) to achieve the global results of the
workloads in our first experiment and compare these
results with our current ones. The comparison confirms
the optimality of the greedy algorithm (Algorithm 1 in
Section 4.1.1).

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we studied two practical constraints on
budget and deadline for the scheduling of a batch of
MapReduce jobs as a workflow on a set of (virtual) ma-
chines in the Cloud. First, we focused on the scheduling-
length optimization under budget constraints. We de-
signed a global optimal algorithm by combining dy-
namic programming techniques with a local greedy algo-
rithm for budget distribution on per-stage basis, which
was also shown to be optimal.
Then, with this result, we designed two heuristic

algorithms, GGB and GR, which are based on different
greedy strategies to reduce the time complexity in mini-
mizing the scheduling lengths of the workflows without
breaking the budget. Our empirical studies reveal that
both the GGB and GR algorithms, each exhibiting a
distinct advantage over the other, are very close to the
optimal algorithm in terms of the scheduling lengths but
entail much lower time overhead.
Finally, we briefly discussed the scheduling algorithm

under deadline constraints where we convert the prob-
lem into the standard MCKS problem via a parallel
transformation.
Admittedly, our model for the budget-driven schedul-

ing of the MapReduce workflows is relatively simple,
which might not fully reflect some advanced features in
reality such as the speculative task scheduling, redun-
dant computing for fault tolerance, dynamic pricing [46]
and so on. However, it at least makes a reasonable

use case as a baseline to demonstrate how cost-effective
scheduling of the MapReduce workflows could be avail-
able in Cloud computing. The advanced features in the
scheduling with respect to the budget constraints will be
considered in our future work.
Clearly, the full infrastructure required to manage,

schedule a batch of MapReduce jobs using the proposed
algorithms in Hadoop would be a substantial imple-
mentation project. Our current focus was on providing
simulation-based evidences to illustrate the performance
advantages of the proposed algorithms. Implementing
the full system in a real cloud computing construct (Eg.
Amazon) will also be tackled as future work.
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